Colonoscopy was performed in a 65-year-old man for the investigation of obscure gastrointestinal blood loss. A 7-mm sessile polyp was found 40 cm above the anus. During polypectomy the patient noticed a short sensation in his bowels. Because the endoscopic aspect of the very small polypectomy site seemed deeper than normal, two clips were positioned over the polypectomy site in the same session. Some 30 minutes after completion of the procedure, the patient noticed swelling of his scrotum (Figure 1). A plain abdominal radiograph showed free abdominal air and subcutaneous emphysema (Figure 2). The subcutaneous emphysema increased further over the next few hours, so it was decided to perform a laparotomy.

During laparotomy, the surgeon was guided by intraoperative endoscopy to the site in the middle of the descending colon where the clips had been positioned. Leakiness of the colon was tested by inflating air into the colon while the surgeon was inspecting the colon, which was submerged in saline solution. No air bubbles could be seen and the procedure was finished without any “repair” of the colon. The patient made an uneventful recovery.

Pneumoscrotum has been described as a rare complication of endoscopic procedures such as esophagoscopy, gastroscopy, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography, and colonoscopy. Pneumoscrotum occasionally occurs following retroperitoneal perforation and can also be combined with intraperitoneal air leakage. In all five cases of pneumoscrotum occurring after colonoscopy that have been reported in the literature, the patients were managed conservatively [1–5]. Because of the considerable increase in the amount of subcutaneous emphysema in this patient, we decided to operate, but this turned out to be an unnecessary procedure. The immediate closure of the defect with endoscopic clip placement might in fact have been the essential procedure in this patient. Reallocation of air from the peritoneal cavity to the subcutaneous tissue might have contributed to the increase in emphysema.
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